To measure the strength of agreement between the concepts and records retrieved from a computerized patient database, in response to physician-derived questions, using a semantic terminological model for clinical findings with those concepts and records excerpted clinically by manual identification. The performance of the semantic terminological model is also compared with the more established retrieval methods of free-text search, ICD-10, and hierarchic retrieval.
The retrieval of meaningful information is dependent on data being entered in an organized way, and to maximize the benefit of electronic health care records, an underlying structure is required. 3 If data are collected in free text, the text has to be converted to computer-understandable codes and structures to extract meaningful data. 4 It is postulated that the content of the electronic health care record should be provided by a clinical terminology in which concepts and their relationships are formally expressed. 5 Clinical Terms Version 3 (The Read Codes) (CTV3) 6 is a clinical terminology in which concepts are represented according to their meaning (semantically) with reference to standard structured hierarchies of component values, e.g., anatomy and micro-organisms (semantic terminological model). The use of this formal semantic model for describing the intrinsic characteristics (atoms) of concepts in CTV3 has parallels in other schemes such as LOINC 7 and the cross-references available in SNOMED International. 8 The model employed by GALEN uses GRAIL to express sanctioned associations between primitive concepts. 9 Similarly, SNOMED RT uses the KRSS description logic to formally express relationships. 10 Thus, there is an emerging convergence of approaches toward the use of a concept-based clinical terminology with an underlying formal semantic terminological model (STM).
There has been little reported work on the effect of different search methods on the efficacy of data retrieval from clinical records. However, significant efforts have been invested in initiatives in the U.K. with the development of CTV3, 11 in Europe with the GALEN-in-Use project, 12 and in the United States with the development of SNOMED RT. 10 These initiatives have confirmed that considerable resources are required to create and maintain such products, and they are all based on the assumption that a clinical terminology will bring improved data quality. There is, therefore, an urgent need to investigate whether the use of semantic-based terminologies will deliver any practical advantages over simpler existing systems.
This study explores the hypothesis that the use of an STM improves the quality of information retrieval in response to a battery of physician-derived questions from a clinical database. The Diabeta patient database, 13 populated with the CTV3 terminology, has been used to compare retrieval using an STM (semantic differential retrieval) with more established approaches. The experiment measures the strength of agreement between the concepts and records retrieved from the database using the STM with those concepts and records expected clinically by manual identification. The performance of semantic differential retrieval is also compared with more traditional methods, including free-text searching, class retrieval using the CTV3 hierarchy table, 14 and the framework of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th revision (ICD-10).
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Background
Clinical Terms Version 3
Clinical Terms Version 3 was developed during the Clinical Terms Project to provide a common terminology for electronic health care records. 6, 11, 16, 17 The structure of CTV3 provides a formal framework for representing the meaning and relationship of clinical findings and procedures, allocating each unique clinical concept a Read code. 6, 14 Each concept code is labeled with a unique unambiguous preferred term and, where appropriate, synonyms. Concepts are formally arranged in a hierarchy in which those of more narrow meaning appear as ''types of'' concepts of more general meaning (subtype hierarchy), e.g., bacterial meningitis is a subtype of meningitis ( Figure 1 ). Concepts are also mapped, where appropriate, to ICD-10 and the U.K. surgical procedure classification OPCS-4. 18 These cross-mappings have been subject to independent quality assurance and practical evaluation in use since 1994 and are, therefore, considered to be of high quality.
Semantic Terminology Model
The design of CTV3 employs object-attribute-value triples stored in a template file as a mechanism for defining each core clinical concept in relation to more primitive value concepts, e.g., anatomy, pathological processes, and micro-organisms. 6, 19 This feature allows the semantic definition of concepts according to their meaning ( Figure 1) . The model describing the formal relationship between the core terminology and their constituent values (atoms) is referred to in this paper as the STM (semantic terminology model) to distinguish it from alternative models describing the structure of the record and models of health care. A detailed but provisional STM has been developed within CTV3, describing disorders. 20 This has been extended in this study to provide at least partial representation of other findings, including symptoms and signs (Figure 2) .
The provisional STM defined 44.7 percent of the Diabeta concepts completely, with the 55.3 percent remaining concepts containing at least one additional nonrepresented characteristic. 21 representation using the present STM. Characterization of these might be achievable from consideration of more detailed aspects of their embryologic, cellular, and molecular origins, but this would require considerable specialist clinical input, which might not be consistently applicable to other areas. 20 The definition of other classes of concepts, such as Cicatricial junctional epidermolysis bullosa is highly dependent on the extensiveness of purely descriptive elements that do not currently exist in the supportive hierarchies.
Despite this level of incompleteness, 818 of these partially defined concepts had unique definitions that did not coincide with others. Thus, within the clinical database examined (Diabeta), the STM provides either a complete (1, 175) or unique (818) semantic definition for 76 percent (1,993) of findings, with a residual 24 percent (634) of concepts having incomplete definitions that are shared with other concepts.
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Diabeta Database
Diabeta is a computerized clinical record system that has been developed and used with ongoing modifi-cation since 1973 at St. Thomas' Hospital, London (part of The Guys', King's College, and St. Thomas' Hospitals Medical and Dental School). 13 It is used for supporting the management of patients attending the medical outpatient department, many of whom have diabetes mellitus. 23 The original system (Diabeta 1) allowed, at every encounter between the patient and clinician, the recording of clinical findings as ''problems'' using a locally created list of reusable free-text term strings. The system thus allowed the collection of a large corpus of clinically relevant terms without any potential restraint of a fixed terminology. This database has been converted to a new database of patient problem records (Diabeta 3), in which every unambiguous clinical finding term string has been matched to an applicable term in CTV3. During the translation process between the existing Diabeta database and CTV3, any clinically important concept or term that was found to be absent was incorporated into the next release of CTV3 and was thus available for the analysis experiment. Consequently, the created Diabeta test database represents a valuable corpus of clinically derived concepts.
The experimental Diabeta database contained 12,696 different term strings (accounting for 106,000 ''problem'' record entries) mapped to 3,049 unique terms associated with 2,625 unique Read-coded concepts. Mappings to ICD-10 were available for 2,301 concepts (87.7 percent). Those concepts without an ICD-10 map fell into two groups: observations that are not specifically included in ICD-10, e.g., alcohol consumption and persistent microalbuminuria, and classes of concepts based on anatomic regions not accommodated by the axes in the classification, e.g., limb complication and limb infection.
Study Objectives
A key function of a terminology is the support it provides for the retrieval of information from a clinical system.* In practice, the interrogation of a clinical database, to answer a specified question, usually involves two main steps:
Ⅲ Creating a list of concepts for retrieval (in response to a posed question)
Ⅲ Retrieving records containing these identified concepts
The kernel of the problem is to measure how well the concepts (and records) retrieved in response to a clin-*A system in this context refers to the hardware, software and terminology populating the database.
ical question match the expectation of the clinician who posed it. The objective of the study was to measure the strength of agreement between the concepts and records retrieved using an STM from a computerized patient database with those concepts and records expected clinically by manual identification in response to physician-derived questions. It tests the hypothesis that the use of an STM for clinical findings improves the performance of data retrieval in comparison with the more established retrieval methods of free-text search, ICD-10, and hierarchic retrieval.
Methods
Clinical Question Battery
A survey was performed to gather a battery of clinical questions relating to clinical findings that a clinician might want to ask the Diabeta clinical information system. Fifteen copies of a questionnaire were distributed to all grades of medical staff in two clinical academic departments. Eight completed forms were returned, which collectively suggested 47 unique questions relating to clinical findings (Table 1) . These questions were then formulated into database queries using the four alternative methods of retrieval.
Methods of Retrieval
A table of the Diabeta clinical term strings mapped to CTV3 was created in an Microsoft Access database together with their frequency in records in the system and the concept (Read code) to which they had each been mapped (e.g. diabetes mellitus͉ 7463 ͉ C10..). A separate table was created, containing the default ICD-10 maps for each concept (Read code) using the mapping table from the October 1997 Read Codes release. Another table expressed the semantic definition of each concept with reference to the attributes expressed in the STM ( Figure 3 ).
The semantic definition table contained an entry for each concept with a separate column for every attribute. The applicable values (atoms) for each concept were entered in the appropriate column field ( Figure  4 ). The database design dealt with the uncommon circumstance in which a concept had an attribute containing more than one value by replicating the line for each value (e.g., Vulvovaginitis has a separate row for the attribute [Site]: Vulval structure and Vaginal structure).
These resource tables were then used to retrieve concepts and records in response to each of the 47 clinical questions. The principle adopted was that a user would want to retrieve the chosen clinical concept and BROWN, S Evaluation of Retrieval of Clinical Findings ONKSEN, any subtypes of that clinical concept, e.g., Gallstone chronic pancreatitis was retrieved when searching for cases of Chronic pancreatitis. The concepts and records of the experimental Diabeta database were identified and flagged for each question and stored in 47 separate tables using each of the following four approaches:
Free-text Retrieval
Free-text searching was performed using standard Access query methods to find phrases containing the required string, which has previously been found to be effective. 24 For example, record entries of Frozen shoulder were retrieved by searching for all strings containing ͗ * froz * ͘ (where * is a wildcard representing any characters). Multiple searches were allowed to identify alternative expressions of the same concept; for example, both ͗ * IHD * ͘ and ͗ * ischaemic heart * ͘ were used to identify records of Ischaemic heart disease.
ICD-10 Retrieval
The ICD-10 categories required for retrieval for each question were identified with reference to the ICD-10 (volume 3) index. A single ICD-10 code or list of codes was constructed and its appropriateness to the clinical question validated by an independent clinician. The ICD-10 code (or codes) were then used to retrieve a unique list of Read-coded concepts that were relevant to the question, to identify the concepts with applicable maps, e.g., L92.1 for cases of Necrobiosis lipoidica.
Hierarchic Retrieval
The October Read Version 3 browser 25 was used to identify the Read-code node of the hierarchy required for each question. For example, Myocardial infarction (Read code X200E) was identified as the superordinate node marking the hierarchy of concepts required, in response to the question ''Find all types of Myocardial infarction.'' A unique descent from this identified node was then performed using the ''descent'' functionality of the Version 3 browser. Occasionally, more than one Read code descent was needed to retrieve the concepts required to answer the clinical question, e.g., Ischaemic heart disease and Peripheral vascular disease.
Semantic Differential Retrieval
Semantic retrieval was performed by exploiting the ''atoms'' of concepts in the STM and the formal structuring of the underlying primitive values that have a strict subtype arrangement. 22 For example, to find all ''disorders affecting the limbs,'' a list of concepts was created that had a semantic definition containing [Site]: Limb structure, or a subtype of Limb structure ( Figure 5 ). In the example shown, this would result in the retrieval of two concepts, Toe infection ([Site]: Toe structure) and Ulcer of foot ([Site]: Foot structure). The described STM of clinical findings contains a large number of attributes, and a more complex query might involve the differential retrieval of concepts that have more than one characteristic in common (semantic differential retrieval). For example, to retrieve all ''limb infections,'' a list of concepts was created 
Gold Standard
To evaluate the retrieval performance of a terminology, comparison against a gold standard is needed. The creation of such gold standards in medical informatics is recognized as problematic. 26 Ideally, such a standard should represent the (perfect) ''truth'' about the population against which the performance of the information resource can be compared. In the evaluation of the performance of a terminology, the gold standard is the complete subset of concepts from the terminology that all clinicians (with perfect knowledge) would expect to retrieve in response to a particular clinical question. Thus, a separate gold standard is required for each discrete clinical question (and relating to the version of the terminology at the time of the query).
An initial flagged list of concepts was created that one would expect to be retrieved from the total 2,625 concepts in the database, in response to each question posed. The quality of these was then independently assured by a second clinician, who had a good knowledge of the contents of the original Diabeta database. A 10 percent sample was then further validated by a third clinician, to create the final gold standard list of concepts expected to be retrieved from the database for each of the 47 questions.
A table was constructed for each question and search method for all concept database tables (141 fields) and record database tables (168 fields). These tables contained those concepts and records that were expected for each question and those that were actually observed for each method (Figure 7 ).
Statistical Analysis
The choice of the statistical method for the evaluation of the retrieval performance of a clinical terminology requires careful consideration. 27 The retrieved concepts and records are nominal data, dictating the use of 2 ϫ 2 continency tables as the most appropriate method to compare the observed retrieval with that of the gold standard. 17 Individual derived measures and means of performance across all 47 questions were calculated and expressed by the mean detection rate (TP/(TP ϩ FN)) and mean positive predictive value (TP/(TP ϩ FP)). The likelihood of the association was estimated using the Yates continuity-corrected chi-squared test. This test was chosen because it provides a more robust estimate of the exact probability (compared with the chi-squared test) where the expected and observed numbers are relatively small, e.g., when the clinical questions are specific and generate only small frequencies of retrieved concepts (e.g., Frozen shoulder).
The Cohen kappa () has been used as an index of the strength of agreement (between the observed retrieval and the gold standard) against that which might be expected by chance. 26, 28 A value of ϩ1 indicates perfect agreement, and some authorities consider a kappa value above 0.4 as evidence of useful agreement, but this threshold obviously depends on the clinical application and may need to be set at a level higher than 0.8 for the evaluation of retrieval performance. To express the collective results for all retrievals and produce a summary index of the overall performance of a terminology, means of the derived indexes from the 2 ϫ 2 contingency were used. In addition, the Mantel-Haenszel chi-squared test was quoted, which also pools the results of the individual subsets using the following formula:
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where a is the observed value, E a is the expected value of a, and V a is the variance of a.
The Mann-Whitney test was used as a measure of the significance of association because it provides a more conservative estimate, as the assumption that the data always come from a normal distribution may not always be true. For example, the very fact that a question may (by design) retrieve concepts sharing one or more particular characteristics suggests that it is safer to assume that the data are nonparametric.
Results
A 2 ϫ 2 contingency table was constructed for each of the 47 questions for all four methods relating to both concept and record retrieval (although free-text retrieval related only to records). These individual contingency tables related the actual numbers of concepts and records observed by each method compared with those expected (by the gold standard). The number of concepts expected to be retrieved ranged from 1 to 219 (from a total of 2,625 concepts); the number of records expected ranged from 0 † to 4,231 (from a total of 106,000 records).
The mean detection rate of semantic differential retrieval was significantly better for both concept (0.86) and record (0.94) retrieval ( Table 2 ). The use of the ICD-10 framework was slightly better than hierarchic retrieval, with free-text retrieval having the lowest de†Zero records were retrieved for the question concerning the concept Diabetes treated with diet alone as the status of the patient whose record contained this entry changed during the interval between the original extraction of the Diabeta database and the subsequent retrieval experiments. NOTE: Comparison of semantic differential retrieval is included with other methods. NA indicates not applicable. The performance of semantic retrieval with other methods is calculated using the Mann-Whitney test with P values expressed as P < 0.001 (indicated by a single asterisk) and P < 0.01 (indicated by a double asterisk).
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tection rate (0.61). The detection rate is a useful indicator in assessing the ability of the retrieval method to identify all relevant concepts (avoiding false negatives), in contrast to the positive predictive value, which is a valuable indicator of the retrieval of false positives. This latter index again shows that semantic differential retrieval performs better than ICD-10, hierarchic, or free-text searching, although this does not reach significance in comparison with hierarchic retrieval.
The large mean Yates corrected chi-squared and Mantel-Haenszel chi-squared values confirm the expectation of a strong association between the focused set of concepts and records retrieved compared with the gold standard, in the context of a large total population. The strength of association indicated by the mean Yates chi-squared is significantly greater with semantic differential retrieval for both concepts and records, with ICD-10 and hierarchic retrieval being of intermediary status and free-text retrieval again fairing least well.
The calculated means of the Cohen kappa for all methods of retrieval were greater than 0.4 (empirically stated as evidence of useful agreement). 26, 28 Cohen's kappa value for concept (0.88) and record (0.94) semantic retrieval were significantly better than for the other approaches and were above the benchmark of 0.81 (considered by some as almost perfect 29 ), indicating that high levels of retrieval accuracy from clinical records are achievable.
Discussion
The evaluation of data retrieval can be tested against technical markers such as speed, but from the clinical perspective, although these usability issues are important, it is more vital to evaluate whether an information system can accurately answer the spectrum of questions that might be posed. The lack of reported work on the effect of different search methods on the efficacy of data retrieval from clinical records 1 is surprising, considering the large investment in terminology development in the United Kingdom and abroad [10] [11] [12] and the assumptions that data storage in computers will deliver sufficiently accurate information to underpin health service planning and decision support. 30 The effort required by terminology developers to semantically define concepts is considerable and has been quoted as varying between 4.6 and 20.5 minutes per concept. 22 The recent commencement of the cooperative development of SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) 31 heralds yet another massive effort embracing the principle of an underlying STM to provide reference functionality. This study provides the first practical evidence of the utility of such an approach in providing enhanced and accurate data retrieval from clinical records.
The clinical questions required retrieval of information from multiple perspectives. The multi-axial directed acyclic graph structure of CTV3 6 offered a moderately good mechanism for retrieval. This finding mirrors experiments using the cross-references of SNOMED International, which enabled the attainment of good detection rates and positive predictive values. 32 The performance of hierarchic retrieval in the study, however, was dependent on the expressed relationships between concepts in CTV3. Theoretically, if all possible relationships were expressed within the hierarchy, retrieval using this approach would be as good as any other method. The lack of some hierarchies representing a particular clinical perspective (e.g., ''limb disorders'') led to a number of false negatives, resulting in reduced performance (indicated by poor detection rates) in response to some clinical questions, e.g., retrieval of ''limb complications.'' Creating an exhaustive list of all potential clinical perspectives could rectify hierarchy omissions, but these may be difficult to predict and would eventually cause an unwieldy ''explosion'' of large numbers of relationships. The performance measures indicate that, although the semantic method had significantly better detection rates compared with hierarchic retrieval rates, the positive predictive values were more comparable. This result reflects the formality of the pure subtype hierarchy and its success in providing a robust mechanism to avoid false positives.
While the disorder hierarchy present in CTV3 was unable to support retrieval of ''limb disorders,'' the semantic method was able to exploit the more complete value hierarchy. The anatomy chapter of CTV3 utilizes the notion of ''structure,'' which encompasses both the whole and ''part of'' descriptions of that site to ensure that the subtype structure is maintained. 33 This anatomy hierarchy contains the concept ''limb structure'' with applicable class members, allowing the creation of a semantic differential retrieval of all concepts having a definition [Site]: Limb structure or a type of limb structure ( Figure 5 ). Thus, although the complete classification of ''core'' disorder concepts may not be possible (or desirable), the complete multiple classification of the underlying primitive values is essential. It is only with the exhaustive polyhierarchic arrangement (complete multiple classification) of primitive values that retrieval from the multiple perspectives that are clinically required is assured.
Evidence from examination of the raw free-text entries in Diabeta 1 suggests that clinicians may not always record the concepts they require with sufficient semantic pedantry. For example, the term ''Paget's disease'' may have a clear meaning in the context of a patient's record juxtaposed to an entry of Mastectomy, but following retrieval of the concept, outside this environment, it acquires ambiguity as to whether it is Paget's disease of the breast or Paget's disease of the bone. The study also revealed some discrepancy in the interpretation of the semantics of the question posed between the standard setter and the retrieval performer. This discrepancy was the main reason for the suboptimal performance of semantic differential retrieval in 13 of the 47 questions posed. For example, the meaning of the question ''retrieve all cases of diabetic cataract'' might be interpreted to include all cases of ''cataract'' (and its class) associated with diabetes; or only cases where the disorder of ''diabetic cataract'' was explicitly recorded. The rules of data entry can thus affect the result of the retrieval; e.g., if all cataracts in patients with diabetes mellitus are recorded as Cataract but retrieved as Diabetic cataract, no cases would be found. This experience identifies the important association between of the semantics of data entry and data retrieval and suggests that caution may be necessary before wholesale adoption of the principle of separation between the interface and reference features of terminologies that has been suggested.
The use of ICD-10 as a retrieval tool was comparatively effective as a method for retrieving data, a finding recently supported by an investigation of the coding and retrieval of stroke patients. 34 Retrieval with ICD-10 performed less well when questions fell outside its scope, e.g., levels of alcohol consumption, or required detail not present in the restricted number of categories available, e.g., absent foot pulses. Overall, the performance of ICD-10 as a retrieval tool was good when it was used within its scope. The method of free-text retrieval fared less well, despite this approach having previously been shown to be effective. 24 The performance may have been improved with the use of more sophisticated natural language processing tools, [35] [36] [37] and there have been reports of better detection rates in limited studies. 38 The collected battery contained clinical questions from a diversity of perspectives, and the STM supported semantic differential retrieval from these various viewpoints significantly better than the other methods. The indications of the experiments on the Diabeta database are that good detection rates and Cohen's kappa values are achievable (despite the STM being incomplete), and the success supports further investment in exploring this approach. The success of the STM for retrieval was achieved by the flexibility of approach this afforded; however, this was at the expense of its being more complex to use. The method required the analyst to have a good understanding of relational databases and the resource tables (such as the hierarchy table) in CTV3. These operational issues could be improved by the fashioning of clinically intuitive human-computer interface designs.
Conclusion
The investigation has demonstrated a number of key points (see sidebar). It has shown that the use of an STM significantly improves information retrieval from a clinical database in response to physician-derived questions, in comparison with free-text, hierar-BROWN, S Evaluation of Retrieval of Clinical Findings ONKSEN, chic, and ICD-10 approaches. This indicates that an STM provides a useful framework for the representation of clinical findings and that there is merit in the current approach of defining health care concepts semantically. The study has also indicated that alternative methods of analysis will give different results, depending on the purpose for which they have been designed. Greater understanding of the design and scope of ICD may help with the appreciation of its merits as well as its restrictions as a statistical tool for data analysis.
The experiment used a clinical database that was oriented toward the collection of data from patients with diabetes. These patients, with their diversity of complications and associated comorbidities, make the Diabeta database a valuable test bed for retrieval experiments. It is likely that the principles identified in this study are applicable to data represented by a terminology in other health care environments, but this will need confirmation.
The corpus of concepts in the disorder chapter of CTV3 is large, and the extent to which these have been completely semantically represented has been shown to be dependent on the specialist area. 20 For example, concepts describing mental health, neurologic, and dermatologic conditions are less amenable to complete characterization. Further effort is required to model these areas and to test whether such specialist extensions can be developed and be mutually compatible with a global STM for clinical findings. Finally, although the use of an STM as the basis for retrieval appears to be valuable technically, further investigation is required into the development of intuitive user-friendly interfaces and the practicability of its use by clinicians.
